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The authors in [5] [6] have studied the resource allocation
in heterogeneous backhaul network which consists of both
wired fiber and mmWave wireless communications. In [6],
the authors have investigated the heterogeneous backhaul
Abstract
network's performance in terms of packet delay, and have
This paper investigates the performance of the W band also shown the new backhaul technologies over the tradimillimeter wave (mmWave) backhaul network proposed tional wired only technologies. Recently, the authors in [5]
by our EU TWEETHER project. We focus on the down- have studied joint scheduling of radio access and
link transmission of the mmWave backhaul network, in mmWave and fiber backhaul in hybrid heterogeneous
which each of the hubs serves a cluster of base stations network with the capabilities of device-to-device trans(BSs). In the considered backhaul network, available fre- missions. By contrast, the authors in [7] [8] have investiquency resources are first allocated to the downlink links gated mmWave only backhaul networks. In [7], they have
with the consideration of fairness issue. In order to miti- only addressed energy consumption issue for a renewable
gate interference in the mmWave backhaul network, each energy powered mmWave backhaul network, and a stackhub operates the proposed algorithm, namely cooperation elberg game based pricing scheme is proposed to manage
and power adaptation (CPA). Our simulation results show the traffic latency over the backhaul network. Massive
that, the backhaul network with mmWave capabilities can MIMO aided mmWave backhaul network has been adachieve a significant better throughput performance than dressed in [8], where the hybrid precoding and combining
the sub-6 GHz ultra high frequency (UHF) backhaul net- scheme is proposed.
work. Furthermore, our simulations also reveal that the
Against this background, in this paper, we investigate
proposed CPA algorithm can efficiently combat interfe- the performance of the W band mmWave backhaul netrence in the backhaul network.
work proposed by our EU TWEETHER project [9] [10].
We focus on the downlink transmission of the mmWave
backhaul network, in which each of the hubs serves a clus1 Introduction
ter of base stations (BSs). In the considered backhaul netTraditional microwave based cellular networks are facing work, the available frequency resources are allocated to
more and more challenges due to the exponential growth the downlink links based on the greedy algorithm with the
of data traffic. Shifting the communication spectrum from consideration of fairness issue. In order to mitigate interfetraditional microwave to millimeter wave (mmWave) is rence in the mmWave backhaul network, each hub operwidely recognized as one of the best attractive solutions to ates the proposed algorithm, namely cooperation and
future wireless communication networks demanding high- power adaptation (CPA). The proposed CPA algorithm
volume capacity. Moreover, mmWave small cell networks can set up cooperative transmissions for the poor links,
have been thought of as a promising approach to boost the meanwhile, it also utilizes the strategy of power adaptacoverage and rate of future cellular networks [1]. However, tion to reduce the strong interference generated by the
it is important and challenging to design a backhaul net- links. A range of simulation results including the outage
work connecting to an explosive growing number of small probability and sum rate are provided to evaluate the perBSs.
formance of the mmWave backhaul network. Our simulaWireless backhaul network with mmWave capabilities tion results show that, our backhaul network with
can be a promising candidate for future wireless commu- mmWave capabilities can significantly outperform the
nication systems, due to its advantages of high capacity, sub-6 GHz ultra high frequency (UHF) backhaul network
energy efficient, low transmission delay and low cost, etc. in terms of the outage probability performance. FurtherMost of the work about mmWave communication in the more, our simulations also reveal that the proposed CPA
literature mainly focuses on channel modeling [2] [3], and algorithm can efficiently combat interference in the backits applicability for indoor/outdoor environment over tra- haul network.
ditional cellular networks in terms of the coverage and
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
rate probabilities [4]. By contrast, limited studies, such as provides the system model and states the main assump[5]-[8], have investigated mmWave backhaul networks. tions. Section 3 describes the subband allocation method.
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Otherwise, the link is thought of as line-of-sight (LoS). In
(2), f c is the carrier frequency at the mmWave frequency
band, and d represents the distance of a link. Furthermore,
α L and α N are the pathloss exponents for LoS and NLoS
cases respectively. χ L and χ N are shadowing effects,
which are assumed to follow zero mean log normal distribution. We define the LoS probability of a mmWave link
as PL (d ) which is a decreasing function of the length of
the communication link, and hence, the NLoS probability
of a mmWave link is PN (d ) = 1 − PL (d ) . When a link becomes longer, it has a higher probability of being a NLoS
link. Note that, the probability PL (d ) can be characterized
by blockage models according to various communication
environments.
For the sake of theoretical study, we deploy the sectored
antenna model to characterize the practical array patterns.
Let us denote g ( M t , mt , θt , φt ) and g ( M r , mr , θ r , φr ) as
the sectored antenna patterns for a hub and a BS respectively. M t , M r are the main lobe directivity gains, and
mt , mr are the back lobe directivity gains, while θt , θ r are
the beamwidths of the antennas. Let the bore sight directions be φt and φr , which are assumed to be 0. For simplicity, we assume the antenna gain for a desired signal
link is G = M r M t . However, each link may also have
some interference links, and the antenna gain for an interference link is denoted as G , which can be given by

Section 4 proposes the interference mitigation schemes.
Section 5 demonstrates the performance results. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the conclusions.

2 System Models
Our project, namely EU TWEETHER, proposes novel W
band mmWave based heterogeneous wireless networks
with high data rate distribution, spectrum- and energyefficiency. The conceptual structure of the proposed network is shown in Figure 1. The network model proposed
by EU TWEETHER consists of three tiers, which are infrastructure tier, backhaul tier and access tier. More specifically, in infrastructure tier, we can set up several terabits data links via fiber optics for the communications
between the data centers and the point of presences (PoP)
nodes over hundreds of kilometers. In backhaul tier, the W
band mmWave backhaul links are established for the
communication between the PoP hub nodes and multiple
BSs in access tier. Finally, access tier supports the communication from BSs to user terminals, where we apply
sub-6GHz UHF communication links. In this paper, we
will focus on investigating the achievable rate performance of the mmWave backhaul tier proposed by our EU
TWEETHER project.
In this paper, we consider the downlink transmission of
the mmWave backhaul network, which consists of N hub
hubs and N bs BSs. In order to capture the main characteristics of the network proposed by our EU TWEETHER
project, we assume that, any two hubs are separated by a
distance of d 0 ≥ 3 km, and the N bs BSs are uniformly
distributed in the network. Furthermore, we also assume
that the distance of a backhaul link is in the range of
1km ≤ d1 ≤ 2km , and any two BSs are separated by a dis-

θ rθ t

 M r M t , with probability p = 4π 2 ,

m M , with probability p = (1 − θ r )θt ,
 r t
4π 2
G = 
(3)
 M m , with probability p = θ r (1 − θt ) ,
 r t
4π 2

mr mt , with probability p = (1 − θ r )(12 − θt ) .
4π

In (3), we assume the beamwidth of an antenna, such as
θ r , θt , are independently and uniformly distributed in
(0, 2π ] .
In our mmWave backhaul network, each hub is able to
transmit information to its serving BSs by using all spectrum of B Hz available in W band. Furthermore, we assume a hub communicates with its serving BSs based on
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) employing M subbands. Hence, in the downlink transmission
of the backhaul network, the achievable rate of a BS
served by its hub on a subband can be written as

tance of d 2 ≥ 0.6 km. The mmWave backhaul transmissions in the network experience both the pathloss effects
and the small-scale fading. To model pathloss effects including shadowing for a mmWave link, we employ the
model of [11]
 ρ + 10α L log(d ) + χ L
LdB (d ) = 
 ρ + 10α N + χ N

if LoS,
if NLoS

(1)

where

ρ = 20 log(

4π
).
fc

(2)

A mmWave communication link is assumed to be nonline-of-sight (NLoS) if the line segment joining the
mmWave BS and the user is blocked by buildings.

(

)

Rn( ,jm) = bm log 2 1 + γ n( ,jm) , j ∈  hub , n ∈  bs( j ) , m ∈ . (4)
In (4), bm is the bandwidth of subband m. We define

=
{1, 2, …, N hub } includes the indexes of hubs.  bs( j )
hub
contains the indexes of the BSs served by hub j, hence, we
have ∑ j∈ |  bs( j ) |= N bs .  includes the indexes of M
hub

Figure 1. Conceptual network structure proposed by EU
TWEETHER project.

( j)
subbands available in the network. In (4), γ n ,m is the sig-
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terms of allocation. After the subband allocation, the links
using the same subband will cause interference to each
other. Hence, the SINR of a communication link, such as
the SINR in (5) for BS n of hub j on subband m, becomes

nal-to-interference-plus-noise rate (SINR) of BS n served
by hub j on subband m, and it is defined by
P ( j ) G ( j ) ( L(nj ) ) −1 | hn( ,jm) |2
(5)
γ n( ,jm) = m n
.
I n + bmσ 2
In (5), Pm( j ) is the transmission power of hub j on subband m, and the transmission power for all subchannels
are assumed to be the same. In addition to the large-scale
fading effect, each communication link also experiences

γ n( ,jm) =

∑

u∈ hub ,u ≠ j

=

( j)

the small-scale fading, such as hn ,m , which is the independent Rayleigh fading channel between hub j and BS n
on subband m. Furthermore, we assume that all the communication links have the same noise power, which is
denoted by σ 2 in (5). Note that I n in (5) is the interference power suffered by the transmission from hub j to BS
n.
In the considered mmWave backhaul network, each hub
first needs to assign the available spectrum resource to the
its serving BSs, in other word, each hub is required to
allocate the M number of subbands available to its BSs.
However, the transmissions in the network will suffer
from the interference generated by their co-subband links.
Therefore, after subband allocation, we operate the proposed interference mitigation algorithm for the links suffering strong interference in order to improve the network’s throughput performance. Let us now first discuss
the subband allocation.

(8)

Pm( j ) Gn( j ) ( L(nj ) ) −1 | hn( ,jm) |2

∑

u∈ hub ,u ≠ j

I n(u,m) + bmσ 2

where G n(u ) is given in (3). Known from (8), the throughput performance of the network may be significantly degraded by a communication link experiencing strong interference. To improve the network’s performance, we need
to operate interference mitigation to remove strong interference.

4 Interference Mitigation

3 Subband Allocation
As mentioned in Section 2, a hub is assumed to employ all
the available frequency bands to communicate with its
serving BSs based on OFDM scheme. Therefore, hub j
needs to allocate M subbands to its |  bs( j ) | number of BSs,
aiming to maximize the sum rate of the backhaul links.
In order to achieve the best trade-off between the performance and implementation complexity, each hub employs the greedy algorithm for subband allocation. In this
paper, for simplicity and without loss of generality, the
number of subbands available is larger than the number of
( j)
BSs served by each hub, i.e. M ≥|  hub
|, ∀j ∈  hub .
Based on the greedy algorithm, each hub allocates the M
subbands in M iterations, in which during each iteration
the best available subband is assigned. Meanwhile, to
achieve the best fairness of allocation, our allocation motivates to allocate each BS the same number of subbands.
In this case, the subband allocation during an iteration can
be described as
n(∗ j ) ← n(∗ j ) ∪ m,
(6)
 Pm( j ) Gn( j ) | hn( ,jm) |2 


n∗ = max


( j)
2
( j)
n∈ˆ bs
 Ln bmσ




Pm( j ) Gn( j ) ( L(nj ) ) −1 | hn( ,jm) |2
Pm(u ) G n(u ) ( L(nu ) ) −1 | hn(u,m) |2 +bmσ 2

(7)

where n( j ) includes the indexes of the subbands assigned
to BS n served by hub j. ˆ bs contains the indexes of the
BSs having the least number of subbands assigned. In this
way, our subband allocation can ensure the best fairness in
( j)

For the sake of improving throughput performance of our
mmWave backhaul network, in this section we propose a
novel interference mitigation scheme, namely cooperation
and power adaptation (CPA).
After the subband allocation discussed in Section 3, a
desired communication link may suffer from strong interference imposed by other links using the same subband.
Hence, the CPA algorithm is operated for the poor links,
which either experience strong interference from their cosubband links, or generating strong interference to their
co-subband links. Let us denote the set of the poor backhaul communication links on subband m as Φ m , given by
∨

ˆ ∪Φ ,
Φm = Φ
m

=
Φˆ m {n | ηn( ,jm) < ηt , m ∈ n( j ) , n ∈  bs( j ) , ∀j ∈  hub }, (10)
∨

ˆ , ∀j ∈  }
=
Φ m {n | m ∈ n( j ) , n ∉ Φ
m
hub

(11)

where ηt is the signal-to-interference (SIR) threshold. In
( j)
(9)-(11), ηn ,m is the SIR of the link, and it can be written

as

ηn( ,jm) =

Pm( j ) ( L(nj ) ) −1 | hn( ,jm) |2

∑

u∈ hub ,u ≠ j

(12)

I n(u,m)

(u )

where I n ,m is given in (8).
The proposed CPA algorithm utilizes BS cooperation to
mitigate interference in the backhaul network, in which
the space time block coding (STBC) aided cooperative
transmission can be established for the poor links. When
the cooperation for the transmission to BS n is set up by
hub j and hub q, the SINR in (8) for the link becomes

γ n( ,jm) =

Pm( j ) ( L(nj ) ) −1 | hn( ,jm) |2 + I n( q,m)

∑

q∈ hub ,u ≠ j ≠ q

3

(9)

I n(u,m) + bmσ 2

.

(13)

Known from (13), the achievable data rate of BS n can

5 Performance Results

(q)

be significantly improved when the interference I n ,m imposed by hub q is strong. In addition to cooperation, our
CPA algorithm also employs the strategy of power adaptation. In that case, if a link suffers from strong interference,
a hub may reduce the transmit power for the links, while
guaranteeing the minimum service quality of the link over
a range of at least 1km. By doing this, the links powered
down will not cause strong interference to other links, and
hence, the sum rate of the backhaul network will be improved. In this paper, our CPA algorithm aims to maximize
the sum rate of the poor links, which can be expressed as


 ∗ = arg max  ∑ ∑ Rn( ,jm) 
(14)

 j∈ hub n∈Φ m


In this section, we provide a range of simulation results
for demonstrating the achievable performance including
the outage probability and sum rate of our backhaul network with the aid of W band mmWave communication.
Specifically, we also evaluate the performance of the proposed CPA algorithm in terms of mitigating interference
in the network. For the sake of theoretical study, we assume that there are N hub = 3 hubs in the network, and for
all simulations, the number of subbands is M = N bs / 3 .
Furthermore, we assume that the noise power of each link
is assumed to be the same, which is σ 2 . The other simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.
In Figure 2, we investigate the outage probability performance of the mmWave backhaul (BH) network, which
is compared with the performance of the sub-6 GHz UHF
only backhaul network. The outage probability is defined

where = {sm( j ) , m ∈ , j ∈  hub } contains the interference mitigation strategies. Specifically, sm( j ) = n means
hub j transmits information with the power Pm( j ) to BS n
on subband m. By contrast, sm( j ) = 0 means that hub j
transmits information to BS n on subband m with the reduced power β Pm( j ) , where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 . Note that, the value
of β is related to the minimum data rate requirement and
the minimum transmission range, which can be set up
according to network requirements. Furthermore, in order
to minimize the signaling burden, the hubs are only required to exchange binary interference information. For
(q)
example, the binary interference information for I n ,m in
(q)
(13) can be defined by: Iˆn ,m = 1 (strong interference) if

I n( q,m) > I t , otherwise Iˆn( q,m) = 0 (small interference), where
I t is the interference threshold.
Based on the optimization problem in (14), the principles of our CPA algorithm can be given as follows.
Figure 2. Outage probability of the backhaul networks, when
employing various values of Rτ .
Table 1. Simulation parameters for mmWave backhaul network.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

B

1 GHz

σ2

−174 dBm/Hz

( j)
m

fc

94 GHz

Mt

10 dB

Mr

10 dB

mt

−10 dB

mr

−10 dB

αL

2.09

αN

3.34

Std ( χ L )

5.0 dB

Std ( χ N )

7.6 dB

P

46 dBm

as the probability that the links in the network achieve the
data rates below the minimum rate requirement Rτ . For
the UHF only backhaul network, we assume that the
available bandwidth is B = 20 MHz and the carrier frequency is f c = 2.4 GHz. Without loss of generality, the
4

other assumptions are the same as those for the mmWave
backhaul network. Observed from Figure 2, the mmWave
backhaul network can significantly outperform the UHF
network in all different minimum rate requirement scenarios. As shown, with the aid of the proposed CPA algorithm, the mmWave backhaul network can achieve a better outage probability performance, and a bigger performance gap can be observed in the range of 0.1GHz ≤
Rτ ≤ 1GHz . Furthermore, when the SIR threshold ηt gets
higher, the CPA algorithm can assist the network to
achieve a higher performance. This is because the CPA
algorithm operates interference mitigation for a larger
number of communication links in the network.
In Figure 3, we show the outage probability of the
mmWave backhaul network with and without employing
the proposed CPA algorithm, when considering the different BS densities. First of all, we can see that, when the
number of BSs gets bigger, the outage probability of the
network gets higher. This observation implies that the
backhaul communication links have higher probabilities
of experiencing strong interference as the density of BSs
served by the network increases. Second, our proposed
CPA algorithm can significantly facilitate the network by
efficiently mitigating interference. The performance gain
of employing the CPA stays roughly the same for all different BS density scenarios. At last, once again, we observe that the outage probability becomes smaller as the
SIR threshold gets bigger, in which more links are benefited from the CPA algorithm.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the effect of the thresholds ηt
and I t on the performance of the CPA algorithm. In the
figure, we once more shows the significant performance
improvement of the mmWave backhaul network by using
the CPA to combat interference. As shown, the sum rate
of the poor links increases as the SIR threshold ηt or the

Figure 4. Sum rate of the poor links in the W band mmWave
backhaul network employing the CPA algorithm under the various SIR threshold ηt and ICI threshold I t .

the poor links as the number of the poor links increases.
However, in this case, it also requires higher implementation complexity and cost. Therefore, it is important to
choose proper SIR and ICI thresholds by jointly considering the system requirement, implementation complexity as
well as desirable performance. From Figure 3 and Figure
4, we can conclude that, the proposed CPA algorithm can
facilitate our mmWave back-haul network to achieve a
better performance.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of the
W band mmWave backhaul network proposed by our EU
TWEETHER project. In order to improve the network's
throughput performance, we have proposed the CPA algorithm to mitigate interference in the mmWave backhaul
network. When the CPA algorithm is employed, the hubs
are allowed to set up cooperative transmissions for the
poor links, alternatively, the hubs are required to reduce
the transmission power for some links that generate strong
interference to other links. We have provided a range of
simulation results including the outage probability and
sum rate of the backhaul network. Our simulations have
shown that, our mmWave backhaul network can significantly outperform the UHF backhaul network. Furthermore, our simulations have also implied that the proposed
CPA algorithm can efficiently combat interference so that
the backhaul network achieves a clear better performance.
We conclude that the proposed CPA algorithm can be
thought of as a promising solution for interference mitigation in our mmWave backhaul network.

interference threshold I t increases. This is because, the
CPA operates interference mitigation for more number of
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